NEAT – RFID Asset Tracking

NControl Security Integrations
introduces NEAT. NEAT is a
scalable system that offers an

Use NEAT to:

easy to use and install system
which provides the location of all

•

Shows asset location instantly

•

Cause a defined action when an event occurs
and record all event activity

•

Use rule sets to make decision based on
different events.

•

Search for event activity by location or assets
involved.

•

Combine multiple actions with a single event.

with all applications installed

•

Integrate with other hardware to enhance its’
functionality.

Design Documents

•

Automate manual functions and save money
and resources.

asset and personnel in real-time
and reports that show movement
history.

PACKAGE INCLUDES
Computer optimized for NEAT

Usage Manual
NControl is pleased to offer a new concept in RFID

There are options that can be used to enhance the

solutions, NEAT.

functionality of NEAT.

NControl’s solution includes a pre-

configured computer with all asset tracking and reporting
applications included. The thrust in creating this concept

HIGHLIGHTS

NEAT Alarm Service can be used to generate

is to make asset tracking easier to understand, easier to

workstations alarms when an event is seen by NEAT, i.e.

use, easier to implement, and at an affordable price.

vehicle enters garage, or truck exits scale. Additionally,
SMS text or E-Mail messages can be generated.

- Display asset location and

The NEAT system consists of two different applications

movement in real-time

that run in tandem to complete the system. They are the

NEAT NContact can interface with a video system to

- Records information on events

NEAT Data Collection/ Event Processor application,

activate a video camera when defined events occur,

including

that collects and stores the information from the Active

adding an extra level of security.

information

from

integrated systems

RFID hardware, and the NEAT Asset Tracking and

- Reports that shows historic

Reporting application that displays Asset Location

NEAT NGate can use events to control access by a door

information on asset movement

information.

or gate. When NEAT sees the event occur, NGate can be

-

Add

controls

to

used to open secured door or gates. For example when a

standard

Tracking software

NEAT makes its information available via a constantly

vehicle enters the parking garage, NEAT can open a gate

- Use defined events to trigger

updated reporting system. The user can define specific

allowing access to the parking garage.

multiple actions

events, and what actions transpire when the event

- Automate functions

occurs. For example, when a vehicle enters a parking

NEAT NVision Web uses a customer supplied map to

- Control access and departures

garage, NEAT could open a gate and indicate which spot

display the location of trucks and trailers based on

- Save time and Money

to park in. Essentially, when NEAT sees a tag, a

established areas.

predefined action will occur.
For additional information on NEAT please contact
Integrations,

LLC

either

NControl

systems to offer addition controls and functionality.

sales@ncontrolsi.com or via telephone at (219) 2850141.

Security

at

NEAT can stand alone or can be integrated with other

